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Executive Summary
Mathematical algorithms are on the rise in software development: nowadays,
companies in nearly every business sector have to handle huge amounts of
structured information efficiently. Recent trends such as predictive analytics
have increased this demand: high performance computing is no longer just
a requirement for a few high tech companies, but for all growing industries.
In engineering, analytics, automotive, financial services, innovation is tightly
coupled to fast mathematical algorithms.
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Modern programming languages and developer tools have made it much
easier to design complex software architectures. However, these tools have
not yet been capable of providing the execution performance required for
demanding mathematical algorithms.

That is why programming languages of the last century – such as C/C++ and
FORTRAN – are still utilized for these parts of modern enterprise software.
Using these technologies requires enormous effort, both in development and
in maintenance.
ILNumerics cuts down the costs of development and maintenance
for performance critical enterprise software by up to 50 per cent.

ILNumerics extends the modern .NET framework with efficient tools for
the design and implementation of mathematical modules. It closes the gap
between high performance mathematical algorithms and the efficiency
provided by modern software development frameworks. ILNumerics
noticeably speeds up the transition of algorithms from prototypes into
productive software applications.

Complex industrial software particularly profits from ILNumerics:
development cycles are much shorter; the results are more stable, and the cost
of maintenance is drastically reduced.
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Numerical Algorithms and Software Development
Developing mathematical modules for software applications is a
demanding task.

In general, modern software frameworks such as Java or .NET have made it
much easier to develop all sorts of enterprise software – especially for
complex software architectures. However, developers still do not use these
frameworks to implement mathematical algorithms. Until now,
the performance level these algorithms require has not yet been achieved with
Java or .NET, but only by using traditional programming languages such as
FORTRAN or C++. Several attempts to improve the suitability of the
Java platform for high performance computing have been suspended due to
insurmountable technical hurdles.
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As soon as complex
mathematical algorithms
come into play, software
developers needed to use
programming languages
from the last century.

That's why there is a gap: as soon as complex mathematical algorithms need
to be implemented into modern 21st century software applications,
developers have to use 20th century programming languages. This gap is
a problem for many industrial domains: research and development
departments in engineering; financial services; automotive, and many more
still do not benefit from the advantages of modern software development.

SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING AND MODERN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

ILNumerics offers a way to close this gap between scientific computing and
modern application development: by speeding up numerical algorithms in
.NET, high performance computing can finally be realized in a modern
managed software framework. Thus modern software tools can be used for
the development of high performance applications – for the very first time
without any restrictions.
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High Performance Computing for Numerical Algorithms
There are two major reasons why software development is more convenient
and efficient with .NET. Firstly, modern objectoriented programming
languages allow programmers to write high level code, which abstracts away
platform specifics and makes it easier to handle large projects.
Secondly, automatic memory management helps avoid the serious errors that
can happen when developers use native languages such as C or FORTRAN.
Automatic memory management is the reason for low performance of
managed software frameworks when it comes to mathematical
algorithms and large data.
"THE LIBRARY IS

WELL DESIGNED, BRINGS

HIGHPERFORMANCE AND THE
MEMORY MANAGEMENT IS
AMAZING."

Therefore, ILNumerics provides its own automatic memory management:
it is optimized for numerical algorithms and consequently reuses memory
blocks for all mathematical objects. In ILNumerics, these objects (intelligent
arrays) contain information about their lifetime; this allows the ILNumerics
memory management to collect used memory in a pool and to avoid
unnecessary reallocations.

T. WAWRZIK,

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
BRAUNSCHWEIG

THE PERFORMANCE OF

ILNUMERICS CATCHES UP

WITH NATIVE LANGUAGES

ILNumerics circumvents .NET’s automatic memory management using
modern OOP principles and realizes the required high execution speed of
numerical algorithms while retaining optimal syntactical convenience.
.NET provides extended optimization options

In addition to the efficient memory management, ILNumerics uses .NET’s
extended optimization features which are not, for example, available on the
Java platform. This includes methods which have made native languages
such as C/C++ so fast: pointer arithmetics, cache optimization, and loop
unrolling are all utilized by ILNumerics internally.

All this gives mathematical algorithms on the.NET framework a performance
similar to traditional native languages – right within a modern software
framework.
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Advantages of ILNumerics

"THE SIMPLEST WAY TO

ADD HIGH PERFORMANCE
NUMERICS TO

.NET APPLICATIONS."

MACHINE INTELLIGENCE LTD

"SIMPLE, CLEAR, ALLINONE –
THAT'S IT."

VADIM VIGASIN, TZAFON

ILNumerics’ striking performance makes all advantages of the modern
managed .NET framework available for the development and implementation
of high performance algorithms into enterprise software.
1. Improved maintainability: the code of numerical algorithms is
more readable and futureproof, making it easier to maintain complex
modules efficiently, even for large teams.

2. Using Platform Invoke, .NET seamlessly connects with native modules
written in traditional programming languages.

3. Modern tools for .NET help to optimize code: Profilers, Code Analyzers,
Refactoring Tools etc.
4. .NET’s backend technologies (e.g. database and networkconnectivity)
allow developers to integrate numerical modules into complex software
architectures.
5. There is excellent support for Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
in .NET.

6. In addition, algorithms developed with ILNumerics offer a wide platform
support: they can be executed on both Windows and Linux architectures.
MacOS, iOS, Android & Co. are on their way.

But that's not all! In addition to the convenience offered by .NET framework,
ILNumerics provides its own set of advantages: intuitive array syntax;
powerful visualization features; a large collection of builtin functions; the
possibility of connecting to professional big data formats, and a seamless
integration into Visual Studio.
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Syntax
ILNumerics extends regular .NETlanguages with mathematical expressions,.
based on the syntax used in popular mathematical prototyping software. This
syntax makes it much easier to implement mathematical modules into
application code: the code of mathematical prototypes can be used almost 'as
is', and numerical algorithms become part of new software applications much
faster than ever before.
"IT ENABLES PEOPLE TO USE
C# AS MATLAB®.
VERY COOL!"

MATT XIUQUAN, JDSU

A NAIVE KMEANS ALGORITHM IN ILNUMERICS

Thus, ILNumerics’ intuitive syntax not only makes it easier to port
mathematical algorithms from tools like Matlab® to .NET; it also offers new
possibilities to use .NET as an integrated platform for both the design of
mathematical algorithms, and their implementation into application software.
Mathematical prototyping and application development merge into a single
process.

Interfacing Professional Data Formats
"IN A .NET ENVIRONMENT, THE

COMBINATION OF ILNUMERICS
AND HDF5 IS A WINWIN

SITUATION: STARTING FROM
DATA STORED IN HDF5,

ILNUMERICS IS THE LOGICAL
NEXT STEP FOR DATA
ANALYSIS AND

In order to handle large data in mathematical algorithms, developers need to
import and export data to/from their development environment.
.NET already brings flexible options: text, binary, SOAP, ODBC, and
Office formats. ILNumerics adds interfaces for Matlab® .m files and HDF5 –
the quasi industry standard for professional data exchange.

MANIPULATION."

BuiltIn Functions
G. HEBER, HDF GROUP

In order to make it easier to design individual algorithms, ILNumerics offers
a large collection of frequently used numerical functions. These builtin
functions include trigonometric functions, matrix decompositions, equation
solvers, eigenvalues, efficient sorting, and integral transformations.
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Visualization
The ILNumerics
Visualization API eases
the implementation of
complex interactive
visualizations for
Windows and Linux
applications.

Visualization is key to handling complex data. Enabling technical
applications for interactive 3D visualizations is another frequently needed,
but demanding, task. ILNumerics offers a powerful Visualization API which
eases the implementation of complex interactive visualizations for Windows
and Linux applications.

CAD MODEL

IMPLEMENTED WITH

ILNUMERICS (MODEL BY
STEPHANE BOUYE)

ILNumerics includes
classes for 2D line plots;
2D and 3D contour
plots, and surface and
mesh plots.

ILNumerics' scene graph harnesses a clear and efficient memory management
to large, interactive, threedimensional scenes; for hardware acceleration,
OpenGL is used. DirectX is on the way.
One focus of the ILNumerics Visualization API is on scientific plotting:
ILNumerics includes classes for 2D line plots (including markers, custom
dash styles, legends); 2D and 3D contour plots, and surface and mesh plots.
All visualizations can be conveniently exported to SVG or bitmap formats.
Furthermore, users can assemble custom plots from the ILNumerics scene
graph objects.

ILNUMERICS ALLOWS THE CREATION OF HIGHEND
PLOTS WITH FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS
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Visual Studio Integration

"I DON'T KNOW OF A SIMILAR
LIBRARY THAT MATCHES

ILNUMERICS' CAPABILITIES."

Visual Studio is possibly the most popular software for developing
applications today. Used together with ILNumerics, it becomes an efficient
tool for creating numerical software modules. Through ILNumerics’ extended
debugging support, the profiles and content of mathematical algorithms can
be inspected at run time.

B. GEORGE,

SHARP STATISITICS

DEBUGGING A NUMERICAL ALGORITHM IN VISUAL STUDIO.
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Case Study 1: Quality Assurance
With ILNumerics, high
performance enterprise
applications become
much more stable and
maintainable.

A semiconductor company produces wafers and needs to improve quality
assurance. It commissions a software application which visualizes deviations
from the norm on the basis of points measured on the wafers’ surface.

Without ILNumerics, the prototypical algorithm is developed with numpy,
an extension to the popular programming language Python. In order to
incorporate this algorithm into the final software application, interfaces to
Python help accessing numpy from .NET. To realize the visualizations, the
developers use third party modules. The final application contains three
technologies: Python, .NET, and the modules needed for the visualization
feature. For all future changes, appropriate expertise and licences are needed.
With ILNumerics, both the algorithm and the visualization feature can be
implemented into the .NET application code directly, which means the
application becomes much more stable and maintainable. A connection to
external modules is not necessary. Future updates can be made with low
costs. The company saves 30 per cent on development costs.
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Case Study 2: Risk Management Software
ILNumerics cuts down
costs for research &
development by
up to 50 per cent.

In order to simulate credit losses, a bank wants to develop a new software
application. This application is to be used in every branch of the bank.

Without ILNumerics, the research and development department uses
mathematical prototyping software to create a prototype. In the second stage,
this algorithm is implemented into the new software application.
To achieve the performance that is needed, the developers decide to use C++
and the whole algorithm has to be rewritten from scratch.
All future changes to the algorithm must be applied to both domains –
separately, for each platform involved.
With ILNumerics, the research and development department designs the
algorithm directly in .NET. Because of the excellent performance of
ILNumerics, the same code can be used for the new software application.
All future changes take little effort as they can be made directly
in the application code. A single application is created. It runs on
all platforms without modifications. This cuts costs by 50 per cent.
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Case Study 3: Optimizing Performance
ILNumerics allows the
optimization of execution
speed – without any
native Cmodules.

The research and development department of a large automotive company has
been using .NET applications for mathematical tasks for years. These tools
are used on both Windows and Linux systems. In order to improve certain
operations, the execution speed of some of these tools needs to be optimized.

Without ILNumerics, performancecritical parts are implemented into native
modules written in C and linked to the corresponding software tools. The
tools lose their wide platform support and future versions for Windows and
Linux must be developed separately.
With ILNumerics, no native modules are needed: the performance critical
parts can be implemented directly in a high level .NET. language. The tools
still support multiple platforms – they run on both Windows and Linux. The
company saves 30 per cent on development and maintenance.
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Conclusion
ILNumerics brings
a new level of efficiency
to a wide spectrum of
enterprise software
development.

ILNumerics brings together performance and convenience: for the first time,
high performance mathematical computations can be realized in a modern
enterprise software framework. By providing an efficient memory
management, utilizing several advantages of .NET, and offering an intuitive
syntax, as well as flexible visualization features, ILNumerics makes it much
easier to develop demanding software applications reliably.
Industrial users benefit from drastically shortened development cycles;
budgets for research and development in finance, engineering, analytics and
many other industries are hugely reduced. In this way, ILNumerics brings a
new level of efficiency to a wide spectrum of enterprise software
development.
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Comparison between ILNumerics and Matlab®

Handling Ndimensional Arrays in ILNumerics
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Insights: The ILNumerics Memory Management
ILNumerics’ memory management is optimized for numerical algorithms.
Unlike the.NET Garbage Collector (GC) it reuses memory of large
numerical objects. This reuse saves time in the GC, improves processor
cacheperformance, and prevents heap fragmentation. Together with
other optimizations in ILNumerics, the memory management is an important
factor to the high performance of numerical algorithms.

In order to be able to reuse memory of old objects on time, arrays that aren’t
needed anymore must be identified early enough. However, one characteristic
of managed software environments like .NET is that they hide this kind
of information from developers. How is it possible for ILNumerics to access
this information anyway?
Intelligent Arrays

ILNumerics takes advantage of modern principles of objectorientated
programming. All numerical algorithms are formulated in an expressive
mathematical syntax based on numerical objects. These objects carry all
common information about the underlying numerical data like the shape
and the values of their elements. Additionally, intelligent arrays hold
information about how long the object is needed by parts of the algorithm.
ILNumerics’ intelligent arrays come in two forms:

1. In mathematical algorithms most objects are temporary arrays. They are
created automatically during the execution of an algorithm and carry
interim results. After the first use, there is no way for a programmer to use
the object further. Therefore, the memory of such objects can be reclaimed
immediately.
2. Arrays which are used several times within the algorithm are declared as
variables by the programmer; all variables are of a long living type.

ILNumerics’ intelligent arrays are smart enough to clean up after themselves.
By default all objects are created as temporary arrays. Whether transferred to
another function as a parameter or by accessing a member of the array – no
matter how they are used: after the first use, their memory is immediately
collected into the ILNumerics memory pool.

The only way for an array in ILNumerics to survive the first usage is
to get converted into a longliving type. The conversion is done automatically,
simply by assigning to any variable. ILNumerics tracks the number of
references to a memory block and copies memory only when absolutely
necessary. This is often refered to as 'reference counting' and
'lazy copy on write'.
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For the programmer the memory management is completely transparent.
ILNumerics’ intelligent arrays are able to realize a language very similar to
Matlab®. In contrast to other math software, this convenience is not achieved
at the expense of performance. Rather, intelligent arrays are the foundation
for an efficient reuse of memory.
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